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Argues that the key to business success is to use one's knowledge, network,
and compassion to support colleagues and encourage their growth, offering
tips on using books to learn as much as possible, developing a meaningful
network of contacts, and becoming a more loving, compassionate, and
fulfilled individual. Reprint. 50,000 first printing.
Presents a new collection of alcohol-induced "fratire" adventures in
hedonism that convey the author's experiences of being intoxicated at
inappropriate times, seducing a large number of women, and otherwise
living in complete disregard of social norms.
“I believe in rules. Sure I do. If there weren't any rules, how could you break
them?” The history of baseball is rife with colorful characters. But for sheer
cantankerousness, fighting moxie, and will to win, very few have come close
to Leo “the Lip” Durocher. Following a five-decade career as a player and
manager for baseball’s most storied franchises, Durocher teamed up with
veteran sportswriter Ed Linn to tell the story of his life in the game. The
resulting book, Nice Guys Finish Last, is baseball at its best, brimming with
personality and full of all the fights and feuds, triumphs and tricks that
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made Durocher such a success—and an outsized celebrity. Durocher began
his career inauspiciously, riding the bench for the powerhouse 1928
Yankees and hitting so poorly that Babe Ruth nicknamed him “the AllAmerican Out.” But soon Durocher hit his stride: traded to St. Louis, he
found his headlong play and never-say-die attitude a perfect fit with the
rambunctious “Gashouse Gang” Cardinals. In 1939, he was named playermanager of the Brooklyn Dodgers—and almost instantly transformed the
underachieving Bums into perennial contenders. He went on to manage the
New York Giants, sharing the glory of one of the most famous moments in
baseball history, Bobby Thomson’s “shot heard ’round the world,” which
won the Giants the 1951 pennant. Durocher would later learn how it felt to
be on the other side of such an unforgettable moment, as his 1969 Cubs,
after holding first place for 105 days, blew a seemingly insurmountable
8-1/2-game lead to the Miracle Mets. All the while, Durocher made as much
noise off the field as on it. His perpetual feuds with players, owners, and
league officials—not to mention his public associations with gamblers,
riffraff, and Hollywood stars like George Raft and Larraine Day—kept his
name in the headlines and spread his fame far beyond the confines of the
diamond. A no-holds-barred account of a singular figure, Nice Guys Finish
Last brings the personalities and play-by-play of baseball’s greatest era to
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vivid life, earning a place on every baseball fan’s bookshelf.
With one best-seller to his name, former sixties radical Albie Marx has been
resting on his laurels for twenty years, but when his lover is found dead, he
realizes that past glories will not help him beat a murder rap.
An Albie Marx Mystery
Kofi Kingston
Nice Guys Do Finish First
Management Myths and Reality
No More Mr. Nice Guy!
Anti-Mexican Violence in Texas
Victor Spoil realizes he's not cut out for life as a supervillain and instead decides to be...a
librarian. Little does he know that librarians are a kick-butt secret society who will stop at
nothing to control---and shush---the world! It's time for Victor Spoil to hang up his cape. After
trying to be the supervillain his diabolical parents always wanted, it's time he followed his own
dream to become a librarian. As a nice guy who likes quiet and order, Victor knows he'll be
happy reading books for the rest of his life. But when his library is suddenly attacked by robot
ninjas and he sees his boss leap into battle, Victor learns that librarians are actually a secret
league working to bring order to the whole world. It all sounds wonderful to Victor...until he
finds out that his friends are planning to destroy the librarians' plan for peace. Who's right and
who's wrong? Sometimes it's hard to tell if you're a good guy...or a supervillain.
The “virgin Bachelor” Sean Lowe reveals the challenges of finding love while championing his
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Christian convictions in the morally complex world of reality TV. After The Bachelorette broke
his heart, Sean Lowe suspected his “nice guy” image hurt him. The show never emphasized
it, but Sean committed to living according to biblical standards of sexuality, even as producers
emphasized the risqué and promiscuous. A Texas boy from a Baptist home, Sean tells the
story of how he went from a Division I college football player to a fan favorite on reality
television, taking readers behind the scenes of The Bachelor and The Bachelorette to see the
challenges of living out his values and faith—and ultimately winning his true love’s heart. For
the Right Reasons is about the journeys we all have to take in the real world, where being
“good” is the right thing to do but sometimes doesn’t seem to be enough; where betrayal is
commonplace; and where that thing called perfection is actually just a cruel myth. Sean
learned a few things from his two seasons on the hottest romance shows on television, and he
wants others to benefit from those lessons: good does eventually win, lies will be discovered,
and “nice guys” do ultimately finish first.
A trans boy determined to prove his gender to his traditional Latinx family summons a ghost
who refuses to leave in Aiden Thomas's New York Times-bestselling paranormal YA debut
Cemetery Boys, described by Entertainment Weekly as "groundbreaking." Yadriel has
summoned a ghost, and now he can't get rid of him. When his traditional Latinx family has
problems accepting his true gender, Yadriel becomes determined to prove himself a real brujo.
With the help of his cousin and best friend Maritza, he performs the ritual himself, and then
sets out to find the ghost of his murdered cousin and set it free. However, the ghost he
summons is actually Julian Diaz, the school's resident bad boy, and Julian is not about to go
quietly into death. He's determined to find out what happened and tie off some loose ends
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before he leaves. Left with no choice, Yadriel agrees to help Julian, so that they can both get
what they want. But the longer Yadriel spends with Julian, the less he wants to let him leave.
Praise for Cemetery Boys: Longlisted for the National Book Award "The novel perfectly
balances the vibrant, energetic Latinx culture while delving into heavy topics like LGBTQ+
acceptance, deportation, colonization, and racism within authoritative establishments."
—TeenVogue.com "This stunning debut novel from Thomas is detailed, heart-rending, and
immensely romantic. I was bawling by the end of it, but not from sadness: I just felt so
incredibly happy that this queer Latinx adventure will get to be read by other kids. Cemetery
Boys is necessary: for trans kids, for queer kids, for those in the Latinx community who need to
see themselves on the page. Don’t miss this book." —Mark Oshiro, author of Anger is a Gift
Ronald Dore places recent developments in Japan in the broader context of gradual changes
in modern patterns of capitalism common to all industrial societies.
The Selfish Gene
How to Navigate Clueless Colleagues, Lunch-Stealing Bosses, and the Rest of Your Life at
Work
Good Guys Finish Last
Son of Bum
Welfare Capitalism : Japan and Germany Versus the Anglo-Saxons
Answers to the World's Weirdest Questions, Most Persistent Rumors, and Unexplained
Phenomena
Finalist for the 2015 Financial Times and McKinsey Business Book of the Year Best business
book of the week from Inc.com The author of Power, Stanford business school professor, and
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a leading management thinker offers a hard-hitting dissection of the leadership industry and
ways to make workplaces and careers work better. The leadership enterprise is enormous,
with billions of dollars, thousands of books, and hundreds of thousands of blogs and talks
focused on improving leaders. But what we see worldwide is employee disengagement, high
levels of leader turnover and career derailment, and failed leadership development efforts.
In Leadership BS, Jeffrey Pfeffer shines a bright light on the leadership industry, showing
why it’s failing and how it might be remade. He sets the record straight on the oft-made
prescriptions for leaders to be honest, authentic, and modest, tell the truth, build trust, and
take care of others. By calling BS on so many of the stories and myths of leadership, he
gives people a more scientific look at the evidence and better information to guide their
careers. Rooted in social science, and will practical examples and advice for improving
management, Leadership BS encourages readers to accept the truth and then use facts to
change themselves and the world for the better.
A portrait of the life and career of ballplayer Monte Irvin describes his lifelong dream of
playing professional baseball and how he overcame such obstacles as a near-fatal childhood
illness, the Great Depression, World War II, and racial discrimination.
The companies that win today understand the importance of having systems in place to
provide exemplary service, making people a priority over products, putting the client
experience at the top of the list and valuing relationships over technology. Successful
businesses approach the future with an attitude of high touch over high tech. Nice Guys
Finish First provides stories, lessons, concrete takeaways and action items. The reader will
go beyond finding out why nice guys finish first and discover how to be successful using the
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lessons provided. The book walks the reader down a path to becoming a student of
Sandler's system: Invest, Inspire and Execute. The chapters break the system down into
smaller pieces, guiding the reader through practical application and lessons about
leadership, technology, consistency, trust and empowerment. In addition, the book
examines the importance of developing a culture of happiness, creating a positive attitude,
effectively dealing with failure, managing a better life and mistakes to avoid on the road to
success.
This book is guaranteed to make anyone a more effective business manager, no matter the
size of his or her business.
How to Get People to Do what You Want, and Thank You for it
Leadership BS
Strategies for Succeeding in Business and in Life
The Power of Nice
My Story of Faith, Football, and the First Miracle Season
Bad Boys Finish First

Memoirs of an Indian civil servant.
Those who work on the front lines of customer service never know what
new and unexpected challenges await them each day. But they do know
one thing--they will be needed. But how can you prepare for the
unexpected? How can customer service reps get the training and
confidence required to tackle the unknown?In Be Your Customer’s Hero,
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internationally recognized customer service expert Adam Toporek provides
the answers to preparing for the surprises awaiting the CSR. Through
short, simple, actionable advice, in quick, easy-to-read chapters, this
invaluable guide shows customer-facing CSRs how to:• Achieve the mindset
required for Hero-ClassTM service• Understand the customer’s
expectations--and exceed them• Develop powerful communication skills•
Avoid the seven triggers guaranteed to set customers off• Handle difficult
and even irrational customers with ease• And moreArmed with the tools
and techniques in this invaluable resource, readers will have all they need
to transform themselves into the heroes their customers need.
Legendary football coach and Super Bowl champion with the Denver
Broncos, Wade Phillips, recalls his life in football and memories of his
father, NFL head coach Bum Phillips, in a book perfect for a Father’s Day
gift. “Having played for and against Wade Phillips, the first word that
comes to my mind is respect. SON OF BUM is a great read about the Xs and
Os from one of the greatest coaches in the league, as well as a loving
tribute to the influence of family.”—Peyton Manning In his memoir Son of
Bum, decorated NFL coach Wade Phillips shows that the roots of his
knowledge come from his father, Bum Phillips. A beloved character in NFL
history, Bum taught Wade from the beginning that “coaching isn’t
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bitching,” as well as how to have perspective on the game during tough
times. These are lessons that apply both on the field and off, and Wade has
passed this wisdom down to his son, Wes Phillips, an NFL coach himself.
Known for his homespun, plain-talking ways, Wade is a groundbreaking
coach who has long believed in using support and camaraderie—instead of
punishment and anger—to inspire his players to be winners on and off the
field. And though his defensive concepts are revolutionary, he would say
they begin with common sense. Son of Bum is more than one man’s
memoir—it’s a story of family and football and a father who inspired his
son.
Presents a full program for achieving happiness and success in business, at
home, and in love relationships, with methods based on an understanding
and acceptance of other people's personalities
Lessons My Dad Taught Me About Football and Life
Warren Buffett and the Business of Life
nice guys always finish last
Love is the Killer App
Nice Guys Finish First
Nice Guys Finish Last

From the creator of the popular website Ask a Manager and New York’s work-advice
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columnist comes a witty, practical guide to 200 difficult professional
conversations—featuring all-new advice! There’s a reason Alison Green has been called
“the Dear Abby of the work world.” Ten years as a workplace-advice columnist have
taught her that people avoid awkward conversations in the office because they simply
don’t know what to say. Thankfully, Green does—and in this incredibly helpful book, she
tackles the tough discussions you may need to have during your career. You’ll learn what
to say when • coworkers push their work on you—then take credit for it • you accidentally
trash-talk someone in an email then hit “reply all” • you’re being micromanaged—or not
being managed at all • you catch a colleague in a lie • your boss seems unhappy with
your work • your cubemate’s loud speakerphone is making you homicidal • you got
drunk at the holiday party Praise for Ask a Manager “A must-read for anyone who works
. . . [Alison Green’s] advice boils down to the idea that you should be professional (even
when others are not) and that communicating in a straightforward manner with candor
and kindness will get you far, no matter where you work.”—Booklist (starred review)
“The author’s friendly, warm, no-nonsense writing is a pleasure to read, and her advice
can be widely applied to relationships in all areas of readers’ lives. Ideal for anyone new
to the job market or new to management, or anyone hoping to improve their work
experience.”—Library Journal (starred review) “I am a huge fan of Alison Green’s Ask a
Manager column. This book is even better. It teaches us how to deal with many of the
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most vexing big and little problems in our workplaces—and to do so with grace,
confidence, and a sense of humor.”—Robert Sutton, Stanford professor and author of The
No Asshole Rule and The Asshole Survival Guide “Ask a Manager is the ultimate
playbook for navigating the traditional workforce in a diplomatic but firm way.”—Erin
Lowry, author of Broke Millennial: Stop Scraping By and Get Your Financial Life
Together
NFL sensation Kurt Warner tells the incredible story of faith and perseverance that
captured the hearts of millions and rocketed him from obscurity to become MVP and
Super Bowl champion.
Shortlisted for the Financial Times and Goldman Sachs Business Book of the Year Prize
2008 The Snowball is the first and will be the only biography of the world's richest man,
Warren Buffett, written with his full cooperation and collaboration. Combining a unique
blend of "The Sage of Omaha's" business savvy, life story and philosophy, The Snowball
is essential reading for anyone wishing to discover and replicate the secrets of his
business and life success. Warren Buffett is arguably the world's greatest investor. Even
as a child he was fascinated by the concept of risk and probability, setting up his first
business at the age of six. In 1964 he bought struggling Massachusetts textile firm
Berkshire Hathaway and grew it to be the 12th largest corporation in the US purely
through the exercise of sound investing principles - a feat never equalled in the annals of
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business. Despite an estimated net worth of around US$62 billion, Buffett leads an
intriguingly frugal life taking home a salary of only £50,000 a year. His only indulgence
is a private jet, an extravagance he wryly acknowledges by calling it "The Indefensible".
In 2006, he made the largest charitable donation on record, with most of it going to the
Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. The Snowball provides a comprehensive, richly
detailed insight one of the world's most extraordinary and much loved public figures.
The instant New York Times bestselling book of entertaining, irreverent, and totally
accessible illustrated answers to the scientific “questions you had no idea were bugging
you all your life” (Fast Company), from the creators of the wildly popular YouTube
channel AsapSCIENCE. Why do we get hung over? What would happen if you stopped
sleeping? Is binge-watching TV actually bad for you? Why should I take a power nap? In
their first-ever book, Mitchell Moffit and Greg Brown, the geniuses behind the YouTube
channel AsapSCIENCE, explain the true science of how things work in their trademark
hilarious and fascinating fashion. Applying the fun, illustrated format of their addictive
videos to topics ranging from brain freeze to hiccups to the science of the snooze button,
AsapSCIENCE takes the underpinnings of biology, chemistry, physics, and other hard
sciences and applies them to everyday life through quirky and relatable examples that
will appeal to both science nerds and those who didn’t exactly ace chemistry. This is the
science that people actually want to learn, shared in a friendly, engaging style. “Science
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is big fun. The ASAP guys get that, and they’ll show you—they’ll even draw you a
diagram” (Bill Nye, “The Science Guy”). And amid the humor is great information and
cocktail conversation fodder, all thoughtfully presented. Whether you’re a total newbie
or the next Albert Einstein, this guide is sure to educate and entertain...ASAP.
The Way She Smiles
Finish First
All Things Possible
How to Be a Supervillain: Bad Guys Finish First
Do Nice Guys Finish Last?
Cemetery Boys
Debunks the "nice guy syndrome," the need to please others at one's own expense
with the hope of receiving happiness, love, and fulfillment, and offers advice for
how to rediscover oneself, revive one's sex life, and build better relationships with
others.
Nice Guys Finish First
A LOADED GUN. STOLEN GOLD. And a menacing stranger. A taut frontier survivor
story, set at the time of the Alaska gold rush. In an isolated cabin, fourteen-yearold Sig is alone with a corpse: his father, who has fallen through the ice and frozen
to death only hours earlier. Then comes a stranger claiming that Sig's father owes
him a share of a horde of stolen gold. Sig's only protection is a loaded Colt revolver
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hidden in the cabin's storeroom. The question is, will Sig use the gun, and why?
Revolver by Marcus Sedgwick is a 2011 Bank Street - Best Children's Book of the
Year. This title has Common Core connections.
Go for the win! Achieve excellence and be better than you’ve ever been! In his
years as a professional ice-skater, Olympic Gold Medalist Scott Hamilton learned to
embrace the mind-set of working hard to “beat” the competition. But it seems
competition has gotten a bad rap these days. We’ve bought into the belief that it is
unfair to participants to rank performance. Yet competition is in fact a good thing
because it’s about working toward excellence. Finish First is a wake-up call for
business leaders, entrepreneurs, spouses, parents, and even students to stop
settling for mediocre and begin to revitalize their intrinsic will to achieve
excellence and go for the win. Most of us feel we were made for something more,
but we’re often afraid to allow ourselves to be competitive because we think our
finishing first might somehow rob others of their chance to shine. This book
encourages the hidden potential, the champion within all of us, to come out—which
eventually brings our family, marriage, career, business, and the world around us
the greatest possible good.
Winning Changes Everything
For the Right Reasons
Fixing Workplaces and Careers One Truth at a Time
How to Win Business and Influence Friends
Be Your Customer's Hero
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How to Stop Being the Nice Guy and Become the Man Women Can't Resist

Are you always the friend, and never the lover? Wonder why women
can't seem to desire you the way you deserve? Wonder no more. Bad
Boys Finish First: How to Stop Being the Nice Guy and Become the
Man Women Can't Resist will explain the evolutionary basis for why
women love jerks--and how you can turn that to your advantage. Bad
Boys Finish First offers easy, proven dating tips any guy can follow.
Whether your goal is seduction or a lasting relationship, you'll
discover how to awaken the deepest desires in any woman. Inside
the Book: How to be comfortable with your own masculinity The
importance of not investing in any one woman Why you should tell
her she looks fat in that dress The power of making statements, not
asking questions The tests all women will give you--and how to pass
them, every time And much more! You CAN escape the friendzone.
Grab Bad Boys Finish First today, and watch as women flock to your
side!
To Keyes, such words voice observations we want made. Freud may
never have said, "Sometimes a cigar is just a cigar," for example, but
we certainly wish he had. For a misquote to become familiar it must
come from a well-known mouth. Take "You can't trust anyone over
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thirty." Abbie Hoffman, right? Or was it Jerry Rubin? Mario Salvo?
Mark Rudd? All have been given credit for this sixties catchphrase.
Keyes discovered that its real originator was a student named Jack.
An ethologist shows man to be a gene machine whose world is one of
savage competition and deceit
Nice guys never get the girl. Ever. Percy is the biggest nerd in High
School and even he knows that. He understands how computers
work, likes to prove mathematical conjectures and is even a chess
champion. He's also a nice guy. So when Rebecca moves to his small
town, he knows not to expect anything. Especially when she starts
dating his best friend Logan, the most popular guy in school. What
he doesn’t expect though is how quickly he becomes popular, how
quickly him and Rebecca become friends, or how quickly he falls
deeply in love with her. Now while riding the tides of new found
popularity he has to choose between Logan, the sole reason why he
survived the last four years of high school and Rebecca, the girl of
his dreams. Growing up I was a "nice guy' . I always waited for the
"right time" that never came. I let her walk all over me because we
were "just friends". I couldn’t get the girl. This book is for every guy
out there who is secretly in love with their best friend, and too
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"nice" to do something about it.
America's Favorite Bachelor on Faith, Love, Marriage, and Why Nice
Guys Finish First
Revolver
Autumn Romance At The Homestead Inn
Why S.O.B.'s Succeed, and Nice Guys Fail in a Small Business
Nice Guys Finish Dead
The Injustice Never Leaves You
Linda Kaplan Thaler and Robin Koval have moved to the top of the
advertising industry by following a simple but powerful
philosophy: it pays to be nice. Where so many companies
encourage a dog eat dog mentality, the Kaplan Thaler Group has
succeeded through chocolate and flowers. In THE POWER OF NICE,
through their own experiences and the stories of other people
and businesses, they demonstrate why, contrary to conventional
wisdom, nice people finish first. Turning the well-known adage
of “Nice Guys Finish Last” on its ear, THE POWER OF NICE shows
that “nice” companies have lower employee turnover, lower
recruitment costs, and higher productivity. Nice people live
longer, are healthier, and make more money. In today’s
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interconnected world, companies and people with a reputation for
cooperation and fair play forge the kind of relationships that
lead to bigger and better opportunities, both in business and in
life. But being nice doesn’t mean acting wimpy. In fact, nice
may be the toughest four-letter word you’ll ever encounter.
Kaplan Thaler and Koval illustrate the surprising power of nice
with an array of real-life examples from the business arena as
well as from their personal lives. Most important, they present
a plan of action covering everything from creating a positive
impression to sweetening the pot to turning enemies into allies.
Filled with inspiration and suggestions on how to supercharge
your career and expand your reach in the workplace, THE POWER OF
NICE will transform how you live and work.
Get up close and personal with a WWE Superstar! Kofi Kington is
a WWE Superstar who's popular with fans for being one of the
"good guys" in the ring. Get to know Kofi in this brand-new 8 x
8 featuring 32 pages of action-packed color photos!
Winner of the Caughey Western History Prize Winner of the Robert
G. Athearn Award Winner of the Lawrence W. Levine Award Winner
of the TCU Texas Book Award Winner of the NACCS Tejas Foco
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Nonfiction Book Award Winner of the María Elena Martínez Prize
Frederick Jackson Turner Award Finalist “A pageturner...Haunting...Bravely and convincingly urges us to think
differently about Texas’s past.” —Texas Monthly Between 1910 and
1920, self-appointed protectors of the Texas–Mexico
border—including members of the famed Texas Rangers—murdered
hundreds of ethnic Mexicans living in Texas, many of whom were
American citizens. Operating in remote rural areas, officers and
vigilantes knew they could hang, shoot, burn, and beat victims
to death without scrutiny. A culture of impunity prevailed. The
abuses were so pervasive that in 1919 the Texas legislature
investigated the charges and uncovered a clear pattern of state
crime. Records of the proceedings were soon filed away as the
Ranger myth flourished. A groundbreaking work of historical
reconstruction, The Injustice Never Leaves You has upended
Texas’s sense of its own history. A timely reminder of the dark
side of American justice, it is a riveting story of race, power,
and prejudice on the border. “It’s an apt moment for this book’s
hard lessons...to go mainstream.” —Texas Observer “A reminder
that government brutality on the border is nothing new.” —Los
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Angeles Review of Books
Identifies and examines nine traits of effective leadership and
shows how leaders use them to build productive, open,
innovative, and positive workplaces for the benefit of customer,
employees, and stockholders.
Story of Red Lerille
The Snowball
Monte Irvin
"Nice Guys Finish Seventh"
Ask a Manager
Stock Market Capitalism

Chris Wheeler is your normal everyday guy. He has a good
job, good friends, and generally has a good lide. But
there's one thing that Chris wishes he could change. He is
tired of being called a
The “highly entertaining and thoroughly reprehensible” #1
New York Times bestseller—now with sixteen pages of photos
and a new introduction (The New York Times). My name is
Tucker Max, and I am an asshole. I get excessively drunk at
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inappropriate times, disregard social norms, indulge every
whim, ignore the consequences of my actions, mock idiots and
posers, sleep with more women than is safe or reasonable,
and just generally act like a raging dickhead. But, I do
contribute to humanity in one very important way: I share my
adventures with the world. --from the Introduction Actual
reader feedback: "I find it truly appalling that there are
people in the world like you. You are a disgusting, vile,
repulsive, repugnant, foul creature. Because of you, I don’t
believe in God anymore. No just God would allow someone like
you to exist." "I’ll stay with God as my lord, but you are
my savior. I just finished reading your brilliant stories,
and I laughed so hard I almost vomited. I want to bring that
kind of joy to people. You’re an artist of the highest order
and a true humanitarian to boot. I'm in both shock and awe
at how much I want to be you."
With the Duran family safe in hiding, twins Memphis and
Maverick set their eyes on the very same woman. But they're
not the only ones vying for her heart... When she showed up
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at The Homestead Inn, Ty was ready to do her job and leave
it at that. The last thing she expected was to fall in love.
Sometimes fate has plans of its own. Get ready for the
Billionaires In Hiding Family Romance Series! Five
billionaire siblings are sent into hiding when their mafialinked granddad makes a plea bargain that puts them at risk.
Through a relocation program, they're sent to help run The
Homestead Inn. Now each must hide their secret past, adapt
to their unexpected future, and learn how to answer the call
when love comes knocking. Five-book series includes:
Springtime Love at The Homestead Inn: Country Boy & City
Girl Summer Nights at The Homestead Inn: While He Was
Sleeping Autumn Romance at The Homestead Inn Winter Kisses
at The Homestead Inn (Coming Winter 2021) Spring Fever at
The Homestead Inn (Coming Jan 2022)
False Phrases, Spurious Sayings, and Familiar Misquotations
How to Conquer the Business World With Kindness
Nice Guys Finish Second
Why Cutthroat Management Is Over--and Collaboration Is In
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Real-World Tips and Techniques for the Service Front Lines
Nice Companies Finish First
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